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 Would you like to invent 
something to make your chores 
easier?  Alexander Graham Bell 
did just that at age 11.  He grew 
up to become an inventor.  Can 
you guess what his most famous 
invention was?  Read this book 
to find out if you are right!
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A Young Inventor
Alexander Graham Bell was born 

in 1847 .  He grew up in Scotland .  

Alexander was an inventor .  An inventor 

makes new things .  Alexander made his 

first invention at age 11 .

Alexander was a 
citizen of three 
countries: Scotland, 
Canada, and the 
United States .

Fun Fact
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Alexander in Scotland
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One day, young Alexander was 

playing with his friend Ben Herdman .  

Ben’s father gave the boys a job .  They 

had to take husks off wheat by hand .  It 

was hard work!

Long ago, taking husks off wheat 

was often done by children .
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This mill used the power of running water to grind wheat into flour . 

wheat husk
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Alexander and Ben working on 

their wheat-husking machine

Alexander and Ben looked for an 

easier way .  They found a barrel and lined 

it with brushes .  They put in the wheat and 

spun a paddle inside .  The husks came off 

easily!  Ben’s father loved the invention .  

He used it for many years .
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Ben’s father with the wheat-husking machine
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If you talk through a  
cone shape, it makes your 
voice louder .  Try it!  

Sounds and Silence
Alexander and his brother worked on 

making a talking machine .  The machine 

cried “Mama!”  It fooled the neighbors .  

This made Alexander wonder about sound .  

How did it travel?  How did voices work?

Fun Fact
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This is an old phonograph, 
called a Victrola .  It played 
music on discs in the 1800s .  
See the speaker?  It is a cone .

Fun Fact
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Alexander had a good reason to ask 

those questions .  His mother was going 

deaf .  She liked to hear him play the 

piano .  He wanted her to hear his music .

Alexander’s mom 
might have used a 
“conversation tube” 
like this to help her 
hear better .   

Fun Fact

This is how the conversation tube was used .12



Alexander playing the piano
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Alexander grew up to be a teacher 

of deaf children .  He taught at a school 

in Boston .  He loved his job .  But he still 

loved inventing new things .

Alexander with other teachers and students   in front of the Boston School for the Deaf

Alexander
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Alexander with his wife, Mabel, and 

daughters Elsie (left) and Marian (right)

A few years later, Alexander 
married Mabel Hubbard .  She 
was deaf .
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Alexander’s  
Telephone

Alexander worked on his inventions at 

night .  He had an idea for a machine .  A 

person could talk into it .  Another person 

far away could hear .  The invention was 

a telephone .

Alexander working on an invention
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Alexander’s sketches for the telephone

One of the first 
telephones
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The fathers of two of Alexander’s 

students helped him .  They got him supplies 

and a place to work .  Alexander hired 

Thomas Watson as his helper .

Thomas Watson
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Alexander and Thomas in their laboratory
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Alexander and Thomas worked hard .  

They wanted to be the first to make 

a telephone .  Alexander knew about 

another inventor .  That man was trying to 

make a telephone, too .

Alexander and Thomas working on the telephone
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Elisha Gray was another inventor who was trying to make a telephone .
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It was March 10, 1876 .  Alexander and 

Thomas tested their invention .  Thomas 

listened .  He heard Alexander’s voice from 

far away!  Alexander said, “Mr . Watson,  

come here .  I want to see you .” 

Fun Fact
This was Alexander’s 
first telephone .  He 
spoke into the top part .
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Alexander speaking into a telephone
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Other Inventions
Alexander’s telephone was a success .  

Soon, many people had a telephone at 

home .  Alexander invented a lot of other 

things later .  He invented the record 

player and the metal detector, too .

Long ago, telephone wires 

were strung everywhere .24



A metal detector

Fun Fact
Today, people use 
metal detectors to 
find many things, 
such as coins .

Alexander invented the 
flat wax record .  
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Alexander invented a very fast boat .  

He made a kite that could carry a person .  

But his most famous invention was the 

telephone .  He kept inventing until he died 

in 1922 .  He was 75 years old .  

Alexander’s hydrofoil boat
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Alexander and helpers launch his kite .

A model of Alexander’s 
kite hangs in a museum . 

Fun Fact
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Alexander 
invents a 
wheat-husking 
machine .

1858

Time Line

Alexander 
Graham Bell 
is born in 
Scotland .

1847
Alexander 
takes a job 
in Boston .  
He teaches 
the Deaf .

1871
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Alexander 
makes the 
telephone .  
Thomas hears 
his voice .

1876
Alexander 
marries 
Mabel 
Hubbard .

1877
Alexander 
dies at the 
age of 75 .

1922

Time Line
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Glossary
deaf—not able to hear 

husk—the dry, outer part of wheat

invention—something made that is new 

and different

inventor—a person who makes 

something new and different 

metal detector—a machine used to find 

things that are made of metal, such as 

coins or jewelry

record player—a machine for playing 

music

telephone—a machine used to speak to 

someone in another place

Victrola—a machine that plays  

disc-shaped records
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Americans Today
This girl is taking a picture with her 

cell phone .  Our phones today do so many 

things!  What do you think Alexander 

Graham Bell would think of our inventions?
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